Wearables like smartwatches which are embedded with sensors and powerful processors, provide a strong platform for development of analytics solutions in sports domain. To analyze players' games, while motion sensor based shot detection has been extensively studied in sports like Tennis, Golf, Baseball; Table Tennis and Badminton are relatively less explored due to possible less intense hand motion during shots. In our paper, we propose a novel, computationally inexpensive and real-time system for shot detection in table tennis, based on fusion of Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and audio sensor data embedded in a wrist-worn wearable. The system builds upon our presented methodology for synchronizing IMU and audio sensor input in time using detected shots and achieves 95.6% accuracy. To our knowledge, it is the first fusion-based solution for sports analysis in wearables. Shot detectors for other racquet sports as well as further analytics to provide features like shot classification, rally analysis and recommendations, can easily be built over our proposed solution.
INTRODUCTION
In the health and fitness domain, some available smart watch based solutions (like Samsung Health, Pebble Sleep) and standalone devices (like Zepp Tennis swing analyzer, Coollang badminton) use sensors to aid users in general activity and sports tracking. Majority of these solutions and the research pursued in this field utilize data from the embedded Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) in devices. However, using microphones in conjunction with IMU, particularly in the sports field, can improve their analysis and address drawbacks of solutions that use only IMU sensors. In this paper, we propose a system to analyze swing-based sports like Table  Tennis , Badminton etc. by utilizing motion data from IMU and audio from microphone, each embedded in a wrist-worn wearable. The audio captured during racquet impact, IMU data representing hand motion of a player and a proposed methodology to synchronize data from these two different sensor sources form the basis of our generalized algorithm for shot detection in such sports. As a case study, the efficacy of the system in detecting shots in Table Tennis is presented, which is otherwise difficult using IMU or microphone data alone. In our understanding, there has been no research on combining the data from microphone and IMU to provide analysis for sports in wearables.
RELATED WORK
Researchers have primarily adopted IMU based or audiovisual based approaches for sports analysis. Among IMU based approaches, previous works have attempted shot analysis using hardware on either the playing equipment or on the forearm. In [1] , Pie et al. presented an embedded device in tennis racket handle to detect tennis shots with an accuracy of 98%. In other work, Srivastava et al. [2] and Connaghan et al. [3] proposed algorithms for shot detection in tennis, using a wrist worn equipment with accuracies of 98% and 90% respectively. The audio-visual based research work in sports use one or multiple recorders placed at predefined locations in the playing area. Yoshikawa et al [4] discussed an algorithm for service detection in sports using a ceiling camera, with an accuracy of 95% for badminton serve. A popular usecase of audio based sports analysis has been to generate match highlights [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Xiong et al [7] proposed MPEG-7 audio features based golf ball hit detection and used it for highlights generation. In [6] Zhang et al. investigated table tennis shot detection and proposed Energy Peak Detection based lightweight approach that achieves F-score of 81%.
As compared to other popular sports like Tennis and Golf, Table Tennis and Badminton have received little attention of the IMU based research community. This is because flexibility of rotation about wrist allows more variation in shots, compared to Tennis and Golf. While past studies have quoted excellent results, our work is unique because it is wrist-wearable based, easily extensible to other sports, performs real-time tracking and capitalizes on a new feature space by combining audio with IMU data, that was not considered earlier.
SYSTEM DIAGRAM
The proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . The input to system is audio from microphone and data from 3-axis accelerometer and gyroscope sensors (IMU) in the wrist-worn wearable. There are four major blocks in the system. First, audio collected at 8KHz is input to the Audio based shot detector and second, IMU based shot detector takes inputs from IMU at Third, the Synchronization block uses these likelihood sequences and computes the time offset between the two input modes. The calculated signal offset is validated for few seconds, and then Synchronization block is cut off. The audio and IMU data is synchronized using this offset and then used by the fourth and final block to give detection output. The next four sections elaborate on each of these blocks.
AUDIO BASED SHOT DETECTOR
Audio is a critical characteristic of shots, as the impact sets up pressure waves in the audible range which last for a short time (10-20ms for table tennis [9] ) before dying quickly. In [6] , Zhang et al. propose a cascade of Energy Peak Detection (EPD) and MFCC-based Refinement (MBR) blocks to detect these transient variations in audio signal. EPD block captures coarse level events based on temporal variation and is followed by MBR block that detects fine level events based on C-SVC classification of frequency composition of signal. To develop our Audio based shot detector, we improve upon the EPD block from [6] . In this paper, we substitute the nomenclature of EPD with Audio Peak Function (APF) for the ease of referencing. The details of APF (reproduced here for convenience) and filter sub-blocks are explained below.
Audio Peak Function (APF)
M icrof rame is defined as the set of samples in a window for which acoustic signal near impact typically persists. For table tennis, impact signal persists for about 10ms, so length of microframe is 10ms. M acrof rame is defined as the set of samples in a window for which most of the ambient noises can be considered stationary. Because short speeches last for atleast 100 ms, length of macroframe is fixed to 100ms. The incoming audio stream is divided into microframes, and for each microframe, the Short Time Energy (STE), E, is computed. E, given in Eq.1, represents the net signal energy in a microframe. Thereafter, APF which incorporates the context of a macroframe, is calculated for each microframe as given in Eq.2. APF is a time series at 100 Hz and exhibits high magnitude peaks at impact points. Thus, APF signal is considered as a measure of likelihood of shot impact in a microframe. and s k = signal value at k th index in microf rame.
(1)
where i, j = M icrof rame indices.
(2)
Audio based shot detector with filter and APF
To improve performance of the APF sub-block, a filter subblock is added before it to separate the shot sound based on its spectral signature. During the training phase, filter weights are determined by backpropagating classification loss of input shot and non-shot data, through the entire audio detector pipeline. In order to perform back propagation, the Audio based shot detector is represented as a computational graph shown in Fig. 2 . It consists of three steps, namely, filtering using FIR filter, APF computation stage and decision step. The first layer, similar to convolution layer in neural networks, filters the input(x) signal sequence using convolution with filter weights(w) of length 23. Obtained filtered sequence (s) is used to calculate E (Eq.1) in a microframe (80 samples) in the subsequent two layers. The resulting APF signal is obtained in the fourth layer using Eq. 2. The decision step adds a bias to APF signal which mimics a thresholding operation and shot is declared when AP F [i] + bias > 0 returns true. The FIR filter weights and the bias term are obtained using stochastic gradient descent during training. Let true class label sequence be y and predicted class label sequence beŷ. The loss function, where i corresponds to the i th microframe, is defined as: The filter weights are initialized by random sampling from a zero mean normal distribution with appropriate variance whereas the bias term is initialized with zero. Audio signal sequences of both the shot and the non-shot instances are sampled in the ratio of 1:20 to account for the abundance of non-shots in a game. The network is trained in mini-batches with Adam optimizer [10] until the weights converge.
IMU BASED SHOT DETECTOR
The IMU embedded in wrist-worn wearable captures the acceleration and angular velocity of the forearm during shots in swing based sports. This data has been used for shot detection in [2] and [3] . In [2] , Srivastava et al proposed an algorithm for tennis shot detection using Pan Tompkins on accelerometer data. However, it does not perform well for sports like table tennis, where the forearm acceleration during shots can be as low as acceleration due to gravity, making shots less separable from general hand motion. Connaghan et al [3] also discussed a method for shot detection building on the fact that acceleration magnitude during tennis strokes is more Fig. 2: Computational graph for the audio based shot detector than 3g. Around 62% of the table tennis shots in our data set have an acceleration magnitude < 3g and consequently, using their approach is unsuitable. However the results in [3] showed that fusion of accelerometer and gyroscope provides better accuracy for shot detection than using accelerometer only. Hence, we use both accelerometer and gyroscope data to generate shot likelihood in IMU based shot detector. The constraints of using only IMU data are overcome by combining these results with cues from Audio based shot detector. Fig. 3 shows the wearable used in our study, along with the x, y and z − axes for accelerometer and gyroscope. The swing motion can be approximated as a circular motion with varying speed and radius. As the x − axis is along the forearm, a x captures a significant component of the radial acceleration (a rad in Eq. 4) during such motion, hence, is characterized by a local maxima or peak near impact . The tangential component of acceleration is captured in a tan . The angular velocity can also be divided into two components as given in Eq. 5, where tangential angular velocity ω tan shows a maxima due to rotation of the arm during shots.
Signal Preprocessing and IMU Peak Function (IPF)
An IIR low-pass filter with cutoff frequency at 10Hz is applied to a rad and ω tan signals to reduce signal noise. Fig.  3 shows local maxima near impact in these low passed signals. IMU Peak Function (IPF), given in Eq. 6, is defined on similar lines as APF and uses these low-passed signals with a macroframe size of 10 samples (100ms) for each term in the product and produces peaks at shot impact points. 
IP F
[i] = a x [i] − i+5 j=i−4 a x [j] × ω tan [i] − i+5 j=i−4 ω tan [j]
SYNCHRONIZING AUDIO AND IMU STREAMS
In order to collect data from IMU and microphone sensors, we register listeners for accelerometer, gyroscope and microphone on the wearable platform, and receive handler objects created by the OS to handle their data. As the process of object creation leads to a variable and unknown offset between data received from the two sources (typically few 100ms), it is imperative to synchronize the data before using them in conjunction for shot detection. We utilize the APF and IPF functions defined in Eq. 2 and 6 for this purpose. It is already seen that APF and IPF peak values correspond to the likelihood of shot, and ideally their peaks should have perfectly aligned as the point of highest arm speed and that of audio impulse should be same. However, due to the audio and IMU data being asynchronously acquired and slight deviations in the location of peak values around actual impact points, a perfect synchronization is very difficult. The steps followed to estimate a near precise signal offset value are discussed below.
Step 1 Based on the prior probabilities p(AP F |shot) and p(IP F |shot), 5 quintiles for APF and IPF are created and the respective values are transformed to these quantized levels.
Step 2 Triangle smoothing is performed on APF and IPF signals by convolving with triangle waveform (1,2,3,4,3,2,1) resulting into AP F smooth and IP F smooth .
Step 3 The offset which gives maximum cross-correlation between AP F smooth and IP F smooth after above preprocessing, is determined.
Step 1 ensures that both APF and IPF signals are represented in a uniform scale for further steps. In Step 2, we try to penalize signal alignment based on the distance between peaks. Fig. 4 shows the IPF and APF signals after Steps 1 and 2. Following Step 3 on these signals, the cross-correlation plot achieves a maxima at about -270ms, with a value of 0.6, as shown in Fig. 4 . Using the aforementioned synchronization procedure, it is seen that audio and IMU series can be (a) (b) Fig. 4 : (a) Plots of IPF and APF after density based binning and triangle smoothening and (b) cross-correlation plot between audio and IMU data aligned using a small snippet of sensor recording (20 seconds in Fig 4) with mean absolute error of 32ms.
COMBINED SHOT DETECTOR
We use likelihood sequences from audio and IMU data (after synchronizing them) to detect shots. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Maintain a buffer of input data from microphone and IMU. For every point in the IPF signal, if it is local maxima in its neighborhood of 500ms, choose the point as a candidate point.
2. Maximum values of APF, IPF, a rad , a tan , ω rad in the neighborhood of candidate points form the feature set to classify the region as shot or non-shot. Use pretrained classifier to appropriately perform classification using the listed features.
3. If consecutive neighborhoods are labeled as shots, then keep only the first.
The neighborhood region is so chosen that two governing peaks in IMU and audio will lie within this region. Also, it was observed that all five features considered above show a correlation of more than 0.4 with the output class (shot or not). Further, a suitable classification model is trained using these features to distinguish between a shot and non-shot.
RESULTS
We used Samsung Gear S2 smartwatch to collect audio data at 8kHz and IMU data at 100Hz of ∼ 650 table tennis shots from a total of 8 players. The ranges of accelerometer and gyroscope sensors were ±8g and ±2000degrees/s respectively. The players (comprising of intermediate and professional players) were asked to play singles games after wearing Gear, while we video recorded them using Samsung S6 smartphone at 30fps. The videos assisted in manually tagging shots in audio and IMU data using an in-house developed tool. Entire dataset is divided into 80% training and 20% crossvalidation and results are reported for cross-validation set. We discuss the results of our developed Audio and IMU based shot detectors individually, the combined shot detector and how they compare with prior works. Table 1 shows that using a bandpass IIR filter (10 taps) obtained from conventional filter design techniques and APF, we obtain 75% F-score for detection, which is better than using EPD-only block [6] . Although, this method is computationally inexpensive, the accuracy saturates beyond 10 filter taps. With the proposed filter (23 taps) design based on the computational graph and APF, we obtain a higher F-score of 80%, comparable to the EPD+MBR (C-SVC) [6] . As shown in Table 2 , our IMU based shot detector gives an F-score of 78%, performing better than Srivastava's Pan Tompkins's based detector [2] which we implemented and tested on our dataset. Finally, our Combined shot detector obtains the best detection F-score of 95.6%, when using a 50 trees random forest classifier as shown in Table 3 . 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We proposed a novel technique based on fusion of IMU and microphone data to detect shots in sports using wearables. The proposed Audio Peak Function (APF) with filter and IMU Peak Function (IPF) form the basis of shot detection using audio and IMU inputs respectively. We also discussed a methodology to synchronize the input streams in time, using peaks in APF and IPF signals. Specifically, for table tennis, our system achieves a high F-score of 95.6% for shot detection, which is about 15% improvement over using these sensors individually. Our proposed shot detector can form the basis of wearable-based analytics in sports e.g. 
